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PRODUCTS AND TOTAL SECURITY SOLUTIONS

With the worldwide threat of crime and terrorism increasing daily, the demand for high quality video

surveillance systems is also growing rapidly. Users are demanding new capabilities and greater efficiency

from their security systems. GSA is dedicated to the goal of providing high performance products that

introduce features and capabilities that push the boundaries of what can be done with those products.

We are redefining what you should expect from total security solution. GSA security solution products

are based upon cutting edge technologies that are unique in the security industry. When you try our

products you will experience the difference that these technologies provide.

The product line up includes:

ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS

Access Control systems are about more than monitoring doors; they are an integral part of any security

system and give users a convenient platform to manage their facilities. Traditional keys cannot track

who or when people are accessing your building, and when keys go missing rekeying locks can be

extremely expensive. Our Access Control systems solve all of these problems and many more, including:

 performing a facility or area lock down from any PC or Keyscan reader

 bringing motion detectors, glass breaks, door contacts, panic buttons to track and assign alarm

conditions from a single interface

 calling up live video in the event of an alarm

 arming or disarming an intrusion panel via the access control system

 triggering a wide range of devices using auxiliary relay outputs to trip such items as sirens or

strobes all based on certain events/conditions

 creating a map with active icons to annunciate system status, control doors, call up video, show

employee photos as they pass through protected doors, and much more

 run a myriad of custom reports when you need to know who accessed what area and when

With powerful features and capabilities designed into every aspect of our products can be confident

that we have the solution you are looking for today with the scalability and vision to support you well in

the future.
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 Door Access

 Elevator Access

 Centrally Managed Access Control (CMAC)

BIOMETRIC SECURITY SYSTEMS

Biometric security (identification) systems identify a human from a measurement of a physical

characteristic or behavioral trait (for example, hand geometry, retinal scan, iris scan, fingerprint

patterns, facial characteristics, DNA sequence characteristics, voice prints, and hand written signature)

to determine or verify an identity. There is typically an enrollment process in which the biological

information is taken and stored in a database for future identification or verification purposes.

Because biometric security technology relies on biological information about a person, it is typically

thought of as more reliable than other identification methods. There are several different types of

biometric security technologies:

 Facial Recognition technology identifies individuals by analyzing certain facial characteristics

such as the distance between the eyes, the length of the nose, and the angle of the jaw. Facial

recognition works for both verification and identification and is often used for surveillance purposes.

 Fingerprint Recognition is the most widely used method of biometric authentication.

Fingerprint recognition is based on features found in the impressions made by unique ridges and

valleys on the surface of a human's fingertips.

 Hand Geometry is based on the measurement and analysis of the shape of a person's hand.

Unlike fingerprints, the human hand is not descriptive enough for identification. However, it can be

used for verification by combining various individual features, such as width, height, and length of

the fingers, or distance between joints.

 Iris Recognition is the process of recognizing a person by analyzing the distinctly colored ring

that surrounds the pupil of the eye. With more than 250 unique characteristics, the iris is believed to

go unchanged throughout a person's lifespan. This technology is typically used for access control

into a facility.

 Voice Recognition technology is a biometric security technology used to uniquely identify

individuals based on the different characteristics in their voice such as tone, pitch, cadence, etc. The

system captures samples of the individual's speech and then converts them to an electronic format

to create a biometric template.
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 Time Attendance

 Access Control

 Lock

 Fingerprint Reader

 Handheld Terminal

 Fingerprint Briefcase

 Fingerprint Module

 Accessories

COVERT CAMERAS AND SPECIALTY DEVICES

GSA has a full line of covert cameras and specialty devices to address a wide range of unique or special

circumstances. Our cameras can be installed in smoke detectors, books, office plants or other common-

place objects that can address any situation.

DETECTION EQUIPMENT

Walk-through metal detectors are one of the most common forms of contraband detection devices used

at public facilities. Metal detectors are often found in the entranceways of government buildings, in

airports and more and more in our nation's schools.

The more advanced metal detection technologies are able to discriminate between weapons and other

innocuous metal objects, such as keys, coins, etc. We offer integrated walk through metal detection

capabilities.

FIRE PROTECTION

Fire can devastate any business, large or small; however, with the proper installation of a fire alarm

system you can minimize the damage to your business or prevent total loss. Simply stated, the best

defense against fire is early detection, which is why; Guard Security Agency, Ltd. provides state-of-the-

art fire alarm protection to mitigate risk to your premise, your employees, and your bottom line.

Our systems are capable of being integrated with other building components like access control, CCTV

and security management products and are recognized for dependability, flexibility and survivability.

Whether a new or existing structure, small single-story building or high-rise office complex; Global

Security Services, Ltd. has the system to address your individual security requirements.
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GPS TRACKING

Whether you need to track one vehicle or a hundred, Guard Security Agency, Ltd. can provide the

resources to protect your assets, vehicle and people.

GUARD BOOTHS

Security guards, military personnel and other government officials have a tough enough job without

worrying about the performance of the building they use for their shelter and the shelter of the

equipment they rely on to perform their duties.

We manufacture a wide variety of guard booths to meet the needs of virtually any security application

that enable security personnel to focus on the job at hand. Our pre-engineered design is a great

alternative to a conventionally built guard booths. To offer our customers the widest selection of

construction options, we manufacture different types of steel, Wooden and concrete structures. During

the production phase, quality control is of the utmost importance for every booth

As a custom manufacture, we create guard booths that address every detail of design required for the

project. Each booth is designed with the philosophy that both form and function have shared

importance. To accomplish this goal we use time tested construction methods to create a booth that will

hold up even under the heaviest usage.

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

When it comes to protecting people and property against the threats of the modern world, there’s no

substitute for experience. Considering the number of network-based security systems we’ve installed,

the depth of our technological experience, and the locally delivered support we can deliver across

Ghana, Guard Security Agency Limited offers a safe choice for a total security solution.

INTRUSION ALARMS

There is no disputing the facts... the number of hacking and intrusion incidents is increasing year on year

as technology rolls out. Unfortunately in today’s inter-connected eCommerce world there is no hiding

place: you can be found through a wide variety of means: DNS, Name Server Lookup, Newsgroups, web

site trawling, e-mail properties and so on.

Whether the motivation is financial gain, intellectual challenge, espionage, political, or simply trouble-

making, you may be exposed to a variety of intruder threats. Obviously it is just common sense to guard

against this, but business imperative. Intrusion Detection Systems are like a burglar alarm for your
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computer network... they detect unauthorized access attempts. They are the first line of defense for

your computer systems. We have the systems to make you safe.

 Burglar Alarms

 Fire Alarms

SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS

Stimulated not only by the tragic terrorist events of the last decade, but also by improved technology

and a reduction in prices, CCTV (closed circuit television) security surveillance systems are common

parts of an organization's physical security systems.

These security surveillance systems monitor activity in or around a property within an internal network

that does not receive an outside signal or feed. Surveillance cameras are placed in strategic locations

and either record activity on tape and/or are monitored by a security control center. These systems

must be integrated with alarm systems and additional security elements, as well as the appropriate

lighting, in order to be effective. There is a need to integrate surveillance systems with secure portals to

ensure proper recognition of potential intruders.

 CCTV

 Cameras

 Lens

 Controller/ Consoles

 Digital Video Recorder (DVR)

 Network Video Recorders NVRs

 Monitors

 Data and Video over UTP.

OTHER PRODUCTS AVAILABLE INCLUDES

 Emergency Response Communication

 ID Card Printers

 Security Locks
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 Safes and Vaults

 Sensors

 Shredders

 Wireless Access Control

 Wireless Video

Products Catalog

CCTV Wifi IP Camera 6100 Series Standalone DVR

Long Distance IR Outdoor Camera
6700 Series Standalone DVR

CCTV  2 Megapixel Box IP Camera
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Outdoor PTZ High Speed Dome Camera

LCD DVR Combo

IR Outdoor Camera

LCD DVR Combo

CCTV Box Camera

CCTV 3D Keyboard

CW-3DKB2

Indoor Dome Camera CCTV 3D Keyboard CW-3DKB
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CCTV Tester




